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In this paper we consider a functional differential equation of general form.
Using the Laplace transform, we prove that such an equation has a nonoscillatory
solution if and only if the characteristic equation has a real zero. Q 1998 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xStarting from the pioneer papers 7, 8 , there is remarkable interest in
 w x.the oscillatory theory of differential equations see 1, 5]13, 17, 18 . As for
w xcurrent works on this subject see, for example, 3]5, 14, 18, 19 .
In the previously mentioned papers some classes of equations with
deviating arguments were studied and necessary and sufficient conditions
for all solutions to be oscillatory were obtained in terms of the characteris-
tic equations. Among numerous papers, dealing with oscillations, we
w xespecially distinguish the papers 1, 12, 13 , where the method of the
w xLaplace transform was applied, and the papers 9, 10 , where an alternative
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 w x.to the Laplace transform method was used. It is well known see 14 that,
in the case of delay differential equations, any solution does not grow
faster than exponentially and, therefore, allows Laplace transform in the
usual way. The situation is complicated in the case of an equation with
mixed or advanced arguments. In this case, a result similar to the one
w xproved in 1 is not known which motivated the authors to propose the
present paper.
We will investigate the higher-order functional differential equation
 .  .n iny1r r
x t q x t y s da s q x t y s da s .  .  .  .  .H Hn i /  /0 0is0
 .jm r
q x t y s db s s 0, 1.1 .  .  . H j /rjsnq1
where r G r ) 0 are real numbers; a , 0 F i F n, are real functions ofi
w xbounded variation on 0, r with a continuous at zero; and b , n q 1 F jn j
w xF m, are real functions of bounded variation on r, r .
 .Observe that the left-hand side of 1.1 generates a distribution with a
 w x.compact support see, for example, 16 ; therefore, it can be regarded as
` .an operator in C R . Consider the adjoint operator
n rn in.  i.Pc t s y1 c t q y1 c t q s da s .  .  .  .  .  .  . H i
0is0
m rj  j. `q y1 c t q s db s s 0, c g C R , .  .  .  . H j
rjsnq1
and we give the following
 .DEFINITION 1.1. A real distribution x g D9 R is called a solution of
 .1.1 if
 : `x , Pc s 0 for every c g C t , ` , .0 x
 :where t depends eventually on x and ? , ? is the product defined on thex
set D9 = C`. Moreover, we call x a C`-solution, if there exists T G t0 x
` .such that x g C T , ` .
` .C D is the set of infinitely differentiable functions with a compact0
support in D, D open.
Our definition is given for the sake of convenience with respect to the
oscillatory problem. Perhaps it is not properly applicable for another one.
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 .In the general case, the initial value problem for 1.1 is not well posed so
it is difficult to say what we have to call a solution. Definition 1.1 does not
include any additional conditions. We chose distributions as solutions of
 .1.1 in order to remove any apprehension that there are solutions that our
definition does not comprise.
We point out that distribution theory plays no significant role in proving
our main result.
 .Definition 1.1 has a useful translation invariance property: x t is a
 .  .solution of 1.1 if and only if x t q C , C s const, is a solution. As an
illustration of Definition 1.1, consider the simple example of the advanced
 w x.equation see 15
x t y x9 t y 1 s 0, .  .
which generates the adjoint operator
Pf t s f t q f9 t q 1 . .  .  .  .
Let d be the Dirac function. Then the distribution
`
k .x# t s d t y k .  .
ks0
is a solution of our illustrative equation in the sense of Definition 1.1. In
fact, we have
 : `x#, Pc s c 0 s 0 for every c g C 0, ` . .  .0
 .According to the definition, a distribution x g D9 R has no sign. On
` .the other hand, for a given function f g C R , the convolution0
 :x s , f t y s ' x t .  .  .f
is a C`-function whose sign can be considered at a point. By the distribu-
tion calculus, it is easy to see that the following statement is true.
 . `PROPOSITION 1.1. If x is a solution of 1.1 , then x is a C -solutionf
 .of 1.1 .
Now we give the following
 .DEFINITION 1.2. A solution x of 1.1 is called nonoscillatory, if there
` . `  .exist a function f g C R and a point T such that the C -solution x t0 f
is either nonnegative or nonpositive for t G T and x k 0 on any half-linef
 .a, ` .
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As an immediate consequence of Definition 1.2, we have
 .PROPOSITION 1.2. Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 and let f be
as in Definition 1.2. Then x is a C`-nonoscillatory solution.f
 .Remark. What kind of generality represents Eq. 1.1 ? Consider the
higher-order functional differential equation in the following general form:
 .il r
x t y s dg s s 0, l G 1, 1.2 .  .  . H i /0is0
w xwhere g , 0 F i F l, are real functions of bounded variation on 0, r . It isi
assumed that at least one of the g is not a constant in a neighborhood ofi
zero. Let n be the highest order of differentiation for such functions in
 . .1.1 we have n s n . Our main restriction is the assumption that g has an
jump at zero, i.e., g acts in the following way:n
r r
Xx t y s dg s s Ax t q x t y s dg s , .  .  .  .  .H Hn n
0 0
with A / 0 and g X continuous at zero. We formally exclude the considera-n
 .tion of the case when n s l, since in this case 1.2 becomes a neutral
equation with a well-posed initial value problem for which results are well
 w x.known see 1 . According to our restriction, all the functions g , n q 1 F ii
 .F l, are constants in a neighborhood of zero. So, dividing Eq. 1.2 by the
 .  .value of A, we adjust 1.2 to the form of 1.1 .
Obviously, the differential-difference equation
 .i
< <a x t y t s 0, a ) 0, 1.3 . .  i j i j i j /
i j i , j
where all a and t are real numbers of an arbitrary sign and the sumsi j i j
are finite, can be adjusted, after a proper translation and division, to the
 .form of 1.1 .
2. THE MAIN RESULT
 .The characteristic equation of 1.1 is
n mr r
n i yz s j yz sx z ' z q z e da s q z e db s s 0. 2.1 .  .  .  . H Hi j
0 pis0 jsnq1
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Our main result is the following
 .THEOREM 2.1. Equation 1.1 has a nonoscillatory solution if and only if
its characteristic equation has a real root.
 .COROLLARY 2.1. The differential-difference equation 1.3 has a nonoscil-
latory solution if and only if its characteristic equation
z i a exp yt z s 0 .  i j i j
i j
has a real root.
 .Observe that, for a sufficiently differentiable solution x, Eq. 1.1 can be
rewritten in the form
n mr r
n.  i.  j.x t q x t y s da s q x t y s db s s 0 .  .  .  .  . H Hi j
0 ris0 jsnq1
2.2 .
and state the following
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 and let f be as in
` .Definition 1.2. Then there exists a function F g C R , which we call anx
adaptation of x, with the following properties:
 .  .i F t s 0 for t F 0 and F is nonnegati¨ e on the real line withx x
 .F k 0 on e¨ery inter¨ al T , ` .x
 .  .ii For e¨ery t g R the function F t satisfies the equationx
n r
n.  i.F t q F t y s da s .  .  . Hx x i
0is0
m r
 j.q F t y s db s s h t , 2.3 .  .  .  . H x j
rjsnq1
` .where h g C 0, ` . The function h is a sort of ``residual'' part; certainly, it is0
 .the image of F through the differential operator defined by Eq. 1.1 . So, Fx x
is a classical solution for t large, and is nonoscillatory.
Proof. By Definition 1.2, x is a C`-nonoscillatory solution and so xf f
is a C`-function, which is either nonnegative or nonpositive and satisfies
 . w .  .2.2 on some interval T , ` . Since both x and yx are solutions of 2.2 ,f f
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w .without loss of generality we suppose that x is nonnegative on T , ` . Setf
x t for t G T , .fy t s .  0 for t - T
and form the convolution
y t s y s c t y s ds, .  .  .Hc
R
` .  .with a fixed c g C R and with c s G 0, s g R. Then, as it is easy to0
 .  .check, the function F t s y t y C , where C ) 0 is an appropriatex c
 .  .constant, has the desired properties i and ii .
w .Let L be the set of all the functions g g C a, ` , a g R, for which
there exists q g R such that
`
yq t< <g t e dt - `. .H
a
Our basic result is
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 and let F be anx
adaptation of x. Then F belongs to L . Moreo¨er, there exists a constant m,x
independent of x, such that the Laplace transform of F exists for any p ) mx
and
` `
yp t yptx p e F t dt s e h t dt , 2.4 .  .  .  .H Hx
0 0
` .  .where h g C 0, ` is the function defined in Lemma 2.1 ii .0
From now on, for the Laplace transform, it is enough to consider only
real values of p.
 .Theorem 2.2 shows that the adaptation F , as a solution of Eq. 2.3 ,x
allows the application of the Laplace transform in a conventional mode.
Therefore, Theorem 2.2 becomes a considerable tool outside of our main
result.
It is interesting to prove that the adaptation of a nonoscillatory solution
does not grow faster than exponentially.
3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.2 AND 2.1
In order to prove our theorems, we will use the following lemmas.
 4LEMMA 3.1. For any k g N j 0 , define the functions
ik¡ tl .
tle y for t G 0,~G t ; l s . i!k is0¢
0 for t - 0,
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where l ) 0 is a real parameter. Then the following statements are true:
 .  .i G t; l G 0 for all t g R and for each i s 0, 1, . . . , k it holdsk
 .i iG t ; l s l G t ; l . .  . .k kyi
 .ii For e¨ery real p ) l we ha¨e
kq1
` 1 l
yp te G t ; l dt s . .H k  /r y l p0
 .iii For each i s 0, 1, . . . , k and for any t G 0,
rt  i.g t y s y u dg s G u; l du .  .  .H H k /0 0
rt  i.s g t y u G u y s ; l dg s du, .  .  .H H k /0 0
w x k .where g is a real function of bounded ¨ariation on 0, r and g g C R is a
 .function such that g s s 0 for s F 0.
The proof is straightforward and is based on the general properties of
the usual convolution of two functions.
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that f and g are two real nonnegati¨ e locally inte-
 .grable functions which are equal to zero on y`, 0 . Let also f k 0, g k 0 on
w .0, ` and
` typ tJ s e f t y s g s ds dt - ` .  .H H /0 0
for some real p. Then f and g belong to L and
` `
yp t yptJ s e f t dt e g t dt . .  .H H /  /0 0
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is an immediate consequence of the definition
of the function G , while the proof of Lemma 3.2 is a simple application ofk
the Fubini theorem.
 .Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let x be a nonoscillatory solution of 1.1 with
 .the adaptation F . Then, by 2.3 , for any t, u g R we havex
n r
n.  i.F t y u q F t y u y s da s .  .  . Hx x i
0is0
m r
 j.q F t y u y s db s s h t y u . 3.1 .  .  .  . H x j
rjsnq1
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 .  .Multiplying both sides of 3.1 by G u; l and integrating the obtainedm
result with respect to u from 0 to t, in view of Lemma 3.1, we see that, for
any t G 0,
t t
F t y u G u; l du s h t y u G u; l du, 3.2 .  .  .  .  .H Hx m
0 0
where
n r
n iG t ; l s l G t ; l q l G t y s ; l da s .  .  .  . Hmy n myi i
0is0
m r
jq l G t y s ; l db s . 3.3 .  .  . H my j j
rjsnq1
We will show that, for any l ) 0 large enough,
G t ; l ) 0 for every t ) 0. 3.4 .  .
For this reason we remark that
G t ; l s lnG t ; l 1 q S t ; l q S t ; l q S t ; l , .  .  .  .  . .my n 1 2 3
where
r G t y s ; l .my n
S t ; l s da s , .  .H1 nG t ; l .0 my n
ny1 r G t y s ; l .my iiynS t ; l s l da s , .  . H2 iG t ; l .0 my nis0
and
m r G t y s ; l .my jjynS t ; l s l db s . .  . H3 jG t ; l .r my njsnq1
Obviously,
G t y s ; l .my i
0 F F 1, 0 F i F n , s G 0.
G t ; l .my n
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Thus we see that
ny1 ny1r G t y s ; l . rmyiiyn iyn< <S t ; l s l da s F l Var a . .  . 0 H2 i iG t ; l .0 my nis0 is0
3.5 .
Now let us introduce the function
eu
t u s , . u myn ie y  u ri! .is0
 .which is decreasing for u g 0, ` . By the inequality
G u y s ; l .k w x0 F F 1, s g 0, r , k s 0, 1, . . . ,
exp u y s l .
it follows that
r G t y s ; l .my n
< <S t ; l s da s .  .H1 nG t ; l .0 my n
s rG t y s ; l G t y s ; l .  .my n mynF da s q da s .  .H Hn nG t ; l G t ; l .  .0 smy n myn
r G t y s ; l exp t y s l .  .my nsFVar a q da s .H0 n nexp u y s l G t ; l .  .s my n
s rFVar a q exp ysl t sl Var a , t ) 0, 3.6 .  .  .0 sn n
 xwith a fixed s g 0, r . In a similar way we get
m
rysl jyn< <S t ; l F e t rl l Var b , t ) 0. 3.7 .  .  . r3 j
jsnq1
Since a is continuous at zero, we haven
s
lim Var a s 0.0 n
s x0
 .  .Now, by 3.5 ] 3.7 , we see that
< < < < <lim sup S t ; l q S t ; l q S t ; l s 0. .  .  . .1 2 3
lª` tG0
 .Therefore, we can choose m ) 0 such that 3.4 holds for every l G m.
 .  .Notice that, by 3.3 , G t; l s 0 for t F 0.
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The function h is exponentially bounded since it is of a compact
 . m tsupport. Also, by Lemma 3.1, we see that G t; m F e for all real t.m
 .Thus, applying the Laplace transform to both sides of 3.2 , we obtain
` typ t0 - e F t y u G u; m du dt .  .H H x /0 0
Ã Ãs G p; m h p - `, p ) m , .  .m
Ãwhere F denotes the Laplace transform of F. Then, by Lemma 3.2, it
follows that F g L andx
Ã Ã Ã ÃG p; m F p s G p; m h p , p ) m. 3.8 .  .  .  .  .x m
 .  .Finally, by 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 ii , we find
mq 11 mÃG p; m s x p , p ) m , .  . /p y m p
and
mq 11 mÃG p; m s , p ) m. .m  /p y m p
 .Consequently, 3.8 becomes
Ã Ãx p F p s h p , p ) m , .  .  .x
 .which is 2.4 .
 .Proof of Theorem 2.1. First assume that 2.1 has a real root l. Then
 . lt1.1 has a nonoscillatory solution e . Now assume that there exists a
 .nonoscillatory solution x and, for the sake of contradiction, that 2.1 has
no real roots. Then the adaptation F is a nonnegative C`-function and,x
 .by Theorem 2.2, satisfies 2.4 . Notice that h is of a compact support and
 .therefore the right-hand side of 2.4 is an entire function of p. Using
these observations and following similar arguments to that of the proof of
w x  .Theorem 2.1 1 , we conclude that F t s 0 for all large t. This contra-x
 .dicts Lemma 2.1 i and the proof is complete.
Here, in addition, one should use the fact that there exists a sequence of
positive numbers r ª ` for whichk
1
F exp Mr , .kx yr .k
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with some constant M. This fact follows by the minimum modulus property
 w x.of the entire functions of an exponential type see 20 .
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